
Educational Services
Connecting Argentine exporters to the world





About ‘Fundación Exportar’
Fostering Argentine Exports

Fundación Exportar is the export promotion 
agency of the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and Worship, aimed at fostering the increase and 
diversification of Argentine exports. 

In this regard, provides assistance to the business 
community in their efforts to conquer new markets 
in order to accomplish the ultimate goal which 
is that Argentine companies trade products and 
services worldwide.





About Argentine Economy

Argentina is the third largest economy in Latin America, behind 
Brazil and Mexico. According to IMF data for 2012, its GDP in 
terms of purchasing power parity reached US$ 751.391million. 

Its GDP per capita in 2012, measured in purchasing power parity 
was of US$18.201.

IMF Data , 2007 to 2012: estimated



In the prestigious Global 
Competitiveness Report 2012-
2013 prepared by the World 
Economic Forum, Argentina 
is ranked 94th among 144 
economies analyzed, and has 
been placed within the group of 
21 developing economies that 
are ‘in transition to’ the last stage 
of development: the ‘innovation-
driven economies’ (35 developed 
economies).
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In its report about the performance of Free Exchange Market during 2012, the Argentine 
Central Bank (BCRA) issued preliminary data stating that Argentine exports of business 
and professional services showed a positive net balance (revenue minus expenses) of 
3,100 million dollars during 2012, representing over a twofold increase as compared to the 
previous year.

INDEC Data INDEC Data 





Educational Services
Study in Argentina

Argentina is the first country 
that has received Nobel Awards 
in Latin America.

Bernardo Houssay
Nobel Prize for 
Physiology or Medicine
1947

Carlos Saavedra Lamas
the first Latin American 
Nobel Peace Prize
1936

Luis Federico Leloir
Nobel Prize in Chemistry

1970

César Milstein
Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine
1984

Adolfo Pérez Esquivel
Nobel Peace Prize

1980



114 universities, 
 1,800,000 students:  
  1,440,000 
     in state universities
  360,000 
         in private universities

50.000 foreign students 
       in Argentine universities



The university system in Argentina is comprised by 114 universities, with 
more than 1,800,000 students: 1,440,000 attending state universities and 
360,000 private universities.

In 2013, the National Ministry of Education stimes that there are 50,000 
foreign students in Argentine universities, 5 times more than 4 years 
before; the 12% are Colombians and in second place: Peruvian students. 

Teaching excellence & lower costs of Argentine universities regarding 
foreign universities is the combination that attracts foreign students to 
Argentine universities. For Latin American students, those reasons come 
along with these others: more security and culture, especially in Buenos 
Aires city where they can find more than 400 theaters and a beautiful place 
to live and enjoy while studying.



Through the slogan Study in Argentina and in order to reach its objective of ‘Promoting 
Argentine University’, the Ministry of National Education developed a specific web site where 
foreign students can find full information about Argentine Universities, careers of Argentine 
University System (including a specific searching tool for it), costs of Stay and more:



www.estudiarenargentina.gov.ar 
www.studyinargentina.gov.ar



CHINA EDUCATION EXPO EAIE



Since 2006 Fundación Exportar participates in the Promotion Program of Argentine 
University along with National Ministry of Education, fostering educational services of 
Argentine universities all around the world. 

EAIE NAFSA



Many agreements with foreign universities have been signed up during the last 6 years 
in order to promote the academic cooperation in the areas of student exchange and joint 
research & development.

Our goal is also teaching Spanish 
  to foreigners in Argentine universities.



ARGENTINE 
UNIVERSITIES



CHINA EDUCATION EXPO, EAIE, NAFSA
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www.exportar.org.ar


